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Brigada DesignHerbst Produkt

University of Cincinnati Marshall High School 
College of DAAP

Fossil Group Techtronic Industries

Computer Honors Interests

Hands

DAAP Prototype shop

Zagreb, CroatiaSanta Cruz, CA

Marshall, WI

Industrial Design

Dallas, TX Anderson, SC Cincinnati, OH

Design InternDesign Intern Design Intern Design Intern SupervisorMay-Aug 2015Jan-May 2016 Aug-Dec 2014 Jan-May 2014 Aug 2012-Present

Worked on a variety of different 
projects in an multinational 
setting. Project work included 
spatial planning, graphic design, 
furniture design and product 
design. Client list included Nike, 
Booking.com, and Tele2.

Member of a small design 
consultancy involved in product 
design, packaging, branding, 
naming, and logo development. 
Worked closely with emerging 
startups, and large clients such as 
Norton Antivirus and Logitech.

Worked as a watch designer under 
licensed brands Karl Lagerfeld 
and DKNY. Work included trend 
research, seasonal color and 
material story development, 
and watch case, dial, strap and 
bracelet design.

Worked as an power tool designer 
for Ryobi, Craftsman, Echo, and 
Scotts brands. Responsibilities 
included concept development, 
Illustrator and Photoshop renders, 
Ergonomic prototyping, and color, 
material and finish selections.

Solidworks, Keyshot + Animation, 
Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign

World record holder, certified 
“Taps” bugler, Bollywood-fusion 
a cappella singer, Cincinnatus 
Scholar, Volunteer Elementary 
Art teacher

Camping, strange food, hip hop, 
shoes, basketball, flea markets

Sketching, rendering, prototyping, 
wood working, metal working, 
ceramic wheel throwing

Work as a student supervisor 
during school semesters spent 
at UC. Responsibilities include 
instruction of machine operation 
and maintenance, overseeing 
student safety, and operation of 
CNC router. 



My name is Wyeth I love the different, the 
weird, and the quirky in life. As a designer 
and person, I’ve sought out a wide range 
of experiences, and developed a unique 
design perspective along the way. 

What’s up!
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W O B B L EW O B B L EW O B B L E
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I wanted to design a chair that 
people would go out of their 

way to sit in. 

Here’s what I came up with.
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detail

Aesthetic Direction

color / finish form / balance
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Form Development

mini-wobble clay form studies ergonomic shaping full scale sitting model
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adhering machined layers seal, sand, bondo, repeat paint and primer 

Making the Model



chair

a seat for one person, 
with a back and legs.

to move unsteadily 
from side to side.

verb noun

Wobble
wäb  l     e     CHer/
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W O B B L EW O B B L EW O B B L E
the

chair
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W O B B L EW O B B L EW O B B L E
the

chair
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STEPPED

Have you ever

on a lego?
STEPPED

Have you ever

on a lego?
STEPPED

Have you ever

on a lego?
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legos are great. but have a tendency to 
end up all over the floor, and then under 
your feet. Walvis the lego sweeper will 

alleviate your toe woes. 
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Walvis is designed to encourage kids to clean up because he:

easily picks up legos is fun to use& & is easy to empty
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WALVIS!
MEET
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As Walvis moves forward, his wheels 
spin the collecting paddles, which 
mimic a whale’s baleen.

The collecting paddles push Legos into 
Walvis’ mouth and into a collection bin.

When done, the collection bin is 
easily removed and emptied. 
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How Walvis Works



Picks up LEGOS
 with ease!

Easy to empty! WALVIS
LEGO SWEEPER

If done with Walvis, please donate 
so he can have second life!

6 0 8   3 3 3   8 4 2 5

as Walvis moves forward, his 
wheels drive a pulley, which 
spins the collecting paddles.

the collection bin is easily 
removed and emptied.

the paddles push legos 
inside into a collection bin.
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Bright and attractive graphics make Walvis stand out on shelf

Packaging
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Click the image to check out a video of Walvis in action!

https://vimeo.com/142028581


I N F I N I T I



Weekend campers have their arms full 
with supplies. The Infiniti Stove is an 
all-inclusive, self-contained solution.
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backpacking camp stoves

What’s already out there?

mid-size propane stoves

full-size propane stoves

Small

Light

Inexpensive

Large cook surface

Refuel-able

Large fuel tank

Large cook surface

Large fuel tank

Durable

Low capacity

Small cook surface

No storage

Hard to carry

Heavy

No storage

Limited Portability

Very Heavy

No storage
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infiniti overmold 

pan  handle

stainless  steel  pan

polished logo

molded feet

molded abs shell
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an inset pan houses a 
silicone tray holding 
essential cooking and 
eating supplies. after 
cooking, the silicone 
tray doubles as trivet.
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soft foam prototyping printing and milling parts fitting parts paint and finish

Making the Model
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But Wait...

This is a project I worked on in my second year 
of design school. Since then, I have grown as a 

designer, and begun camping more. I came to the 
conclusion this stove needed another look.

The Biome Stove is a revisit of this concept. 

photo by @grahamgoebel 29





Wait...
This is a project I worked on in my second year 
of design school. Since then, I have grown as a 
designer, and begun camping more. I came to 

the conclusion this stove needed another look.

the Biome Stove is a revisit of this concept. 
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Pan and pot handles latch together to house double-burner stove.
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The Biome stove includes two burners, a pot, pan, trivet, and utensils

Contents
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The Biome stove contains a spatula, sporks, and semi-serrated knife.



op workco



At TTI, I became extremely proficient 
in communicating my ideas through 
sketching, CAD, and Photoshop. I also 
gained an understanding of marketing 
approaches, manufacturing processes 

and corporate structure. 
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what makes
craftsman,
craftsman?

perforated metal mesh inlay

mixed material handle detail

soft, gentle overall contours

sharp, angular details

neutrals with red accents

two-toned trigger

I was asked to design 
an opening price point 
string trimmer that was 
ergonomically sound 
and followed Craftsman 
brand language.
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what makes
craftsman,
craftsman?

perforated metal mesh inlay

mixed material handle detail

soft, gentle overall contours

sharp, angular details

neutrals with red accents

two-toned trigger
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Handle and trimmer head development

Sketchin’



molded pommel 
to reduce cost

gentle friendly 
contours 

automatic line 
advance head

plastic housing 
to reduce cost

adjustable 
steel boom 

vents to keep 
motor cool
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At Fossil, I learned how to research 
and predict trends, choose seasonal 

material and color stories, and about the 
intricacies of watches. I also learned about 
marketing strategy, cost effectiveness, and 

communication with manufacturers.
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Trend research and form exploration for Karl Lagerfeld2015 Fall/Winter watch line

Trend Research
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Assisted with case development, color story and material selection

Karl Lagerfeld 2015 Fall/Winter Line 



At Brigada, I designed a wide variety of 
things, ranging from products to spaces. 

I worked with small and very large clients. 
I learned to meet tight deadlines, design for 
a foreign market, and to effectively design 

around material and cost constraints.
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Window and entrance display for Hypervenom 2 release

Nike Flagship Store Zagreb, Croatia
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An inexpensive, customizable shelving system installed in several offices across Croatia

Modular Shelving Unit
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Locker design inspired by old Zagreb house placards

Booking.com Employee Lockers
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A table intended to be the gathering place of a small advertising agency

Conference Table



At Herbst Produkt, I worked directly with 
startups and Fortune 500 companies 
creating rough concepts, sketches, 3D 

models, renders, prototypes, packaging, 
brand language, and product names. 

I also learned to surf. #shred
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cocoon cam is an innovative new baby 
monitor that can measure breathing rate 

and temperature remotely. 

they needed an appealing, functional, 
and versatile new design.
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1 2

3

4
wall mount shelf above crib

table above floor

on the go

Where will it live?
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The baby monitor needs to function in different settings.



OK, so what fits those spots?
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Flexin’
After exploring many options from hinges 
to flexible wires, hollow, articulating ball 

joints proved to be the best option. 
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The Articulating neck allows for full 180  coverage

Versatility
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A magnetic power mount allows for easy access
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Wall Mount



18% of in-house water use is wasted 
through leaks. calliope Water developed 

a device to track and stop this.

they needed a compact, versatile, and 
easy to install design.



Water Meter

the internals

Shutoff valve

8.5”
in length

in length

in total
length

3.5”

12”

Most home watermains 
can not accommodate 
a 12” part, our part 

length has to be 
reduced to 3”
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What Are We Dealing With?
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grounded with flexible tubing maybe? Nah.

How do we compress 12” to 3”?
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Bent tubing reduces the necessary length to about 3”

Well, how then?
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The Buoy is aptly named for its warning capabilities and pressure vessel form.

The Buoy



The bent tubing can be removed and Buoy can be installed in line.
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Tubing Detail
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If you’re interested in seeing more things I’m doing, or just want to know more about me feel free to check out my instagram!

@wyetham



wyeth augustine-marceil
am.wyeth@gmail.com 608.333.8425

Thank ya!
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